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The vector sum of a white noise in an unknown hyperspace and an Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck process in an unknown line is observed through sharp linear test 
functions over a finite time span. The parameters associated with the white 
noise (including the hyperplane) are determinable with precision and index 
the measure-equivalence classes in the relevant sample space. An intraclass 
relative density provides a basis for Bayesian inference of the remaining 
parameters. 
1. THE PROBABILITY MODEL 
Consider a particle in p-dimensional real space subject to no other forces than 
Brownian bombardment and a viscous drag proportional in magnitude to, and 
parallel with, the orthogonal projection of its velocity vector into a line G = 
{ra j r E R}. Here a E Rp and 1 a 1 = aa’ = 1. In particular, this means that the 
momentum transferred to the particle by impacts (i.e., other than by the viscous 
drag) during the time interval [0, t] is B(t) - B(O), a Brownian motion with 
covariance function given by, say, 
(s, t) --f E(B(t)’ - B(O)‘)@?(s) - B(0)) = min(s, t)Z, 
where Z is positive-definite. Let SF denote the nullspace of the linear functional 
x -+ ~2%‘. Whenever the Roman letters B, X, x, denote a vector in Rp, the 
two subsequent letters will denote, respectively, the points in 8 and SP whose 
sum is the given point. Thus, for example, 
y  = (az-1x’/a~%‘)a; x=x-y. 
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It follows that the processes C in I and D in 2 are mutually independent; this 
is simply a matter of verifying that 
EuZ-T(s)‘D(t) 3 (O,..., 0). 
I f  the generalized function X(t) (t > 0) d enotes the momentum at time t, the 
assumption of viscous drag parallel to [becomes 
dY(t)/dt = --LyY(t) + (&2/&)(t), 
where 01 > 0. This equation together with 
Z(t) = (dD/dt)(t) 
defines the model X = Y + 2 up to an arbitrary initial momentum X(0). 
In particular, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
Y(t) - e-mtY(0) = it e-~(f-s)C(ds), (t > 0) 
in /’ is mathematically realizable as a continuous function of t and its covariance 
is the p x p-matrix-valued of (s, t) given by 
E( Y(t)’ - ecmtY(0)‘)( Y(s) - ecasY(0)) = e-e’t~~~ef~~(f+g) 0’~. 
Assume for the moment that Y(0) is independent of Y(t) - e-atY(0) (t 3 0) 
and normally distributed with null mean and covariance matrix 
EY(O)‘Y(O) = a’a/2aa.F1a’, 
a distribution concentrated on /. Then Y(t) (t 3 0) becomes stationary with 
covariance 
EY(t)' Y(s) = 2e;;:;;, da. 
Z(t) and X(t) are then Gaussian stationary random generalized functions over 
(0, co); Z(v), and X(v) will denote (with minor abuse of notation) their random 
vectors corresponding to a typical Schwartzian test function v. Later we shall 
discuss other less smooth test functions as well. From the definition Z(p) = 
-D(@)) it can be calculated that the covariance functional of the white noise Z 
in % is given by 
EZ(yp)’ Z(8) = J qJ(t) t?(t) dt[,z - a’a/az-w]; 
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it follows from mutual independence of Y and 2 that 
This is a continuous-time analogue of the model considered in [3], and was 
inspired by that work. The models contrast in that one realization of the con- 
tinuous model over a finite interval enables complete determination of many of 
the parameters. I am grateful to M. M. Rao for providing Ref. [4]. 
2. THE INFERENCE MODEL 
An account of the theory underlying the observation of continuous time series 
through test functions can be found in [2]. It is assumed that the net change of 
position of one particle from time 0 to each time t (0 < t < L) has been observed 
through a very finely tuned linear test instrument. A linear test instrument is the 
set of all affine transforms a@(. - t)) f  or real t and q > 0, of an infinitely smooth 
nonnull Schwartzian “test” function 0 > 0 with compact support. The 
translation value t corresponds to the time of application of the instrument; 
increasing (T corresponds to increasingly fine tuning, or sharp resolution. 
Henceforth, 0 will denote one such function, supported in L-4, 01. For each 
n = 1, 2 ,.,. and j = 0 ,..., 272 define ein by 
B,“(t) = z e (; (t - $). 
The n will be suppressed in the notation; yj = qjn, until it is needed again in 
Lemma 9 and Theorem 11. It is assumed that all W(0j) (j = I,..., 2n) for 
arbitrarily large n have been observed, where the random generalized function W 
describes the particle’s trajectory; i.e., W satisfies dW/dt = (l/m&Y, where m 
is the particle’s mass. W(Sj) is a blurred snapshot of position at approximately 
time jL/Zn. By writing 
v(t) = (+(l”) 6(s) ds 
p)j(t) = +)F (+ (t - $-)), j = l,..., 8 
it follows that 
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this is a blurred record of momentum at approximately time jL/n. Each vi > 0 
is supported in [(j - I)L/n, jL/n]. 
In Section 3 consistent estimators (as n + 00 with L fixed) will be described for 
and 
T = Z - a’a/aZ-la’ 
y2 = a.?-1a’/2aZ-2a’. 
Note that x is the range of the matrix operator T, and y2/~ is the variance of the 
orthogonal-to-Z component of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process Y(t) in /. 
The distributions for X are probability measures in the space of P-valued 
generalized functions over (0, L). Two of these stationary distributions 
P(T, y, l, a) are equivalent precisely when they share the same T and y”. The 
same is true of the conditioned versions of these distributions given Y(0) = y,, , 
written Q(T, y, /, OL, ys). A relative density for two Q’s is given in Section 4. 
Note that the covariance functional EX(,)‘X(e) and hence the distribution, 
are indeed determined by T, y2, /, and (Y: T determines &a,F/l a,?-’ / as the 
two normal vectors orthogonal to its range, so that a knowledge of &’ would 
determine fa, and hence, a’a and aZ-la’/1 aC-l /. Dividing this by a known y2 
would then give 2 / aZ-1 j, and so (together with a) determine araP%‘. 
3. ESIIMATION OF T AND y2 
Henceforth, we shall disregard any information Y(0) might contain; i.e., we 
consider Q(T, y, 8, OT, ya) to be the sampling distribution. The effect of this on 
the covariance functional for X is to 
1 from 
pit-sla’a 
2cidFa * 
Let 9?^n be the n x p data matrix with X(vi) for row j, with similar conventions 
for WY, with Y and Z2”, with 2. 
THEOREM 1. 
L 
n2 JT(~)~ dt 
S-‘n’%-n ---f T 
in Q(T, y, /, CY, y,,)-probability as n + co. 
This follows from Lemmas 2,3 and 4 below. 
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LEMMA 2. 
Proof. This follows from continuity of the Ornstein-Uhlenbecks trajectories 
and the intermediate-value theorem: 
I’(vj) = j Y(t)  vj(t) dt = 1 p ) ( t )  dt y(t j ) ,  
(.i -  l)L < t. <JL 
n l,\ 71. 
LEMMA 3. For /3 > 1, (1 /r~fl)q~‘3~ and (l/@)T”,‘g vanish in Q( T, y, f ,  LY, J+,)- 
probability as n + co. 
Proof. Since E&,‘.S? = 0, it suffices to show that for any vectors b and c, 
1 /n”fl Variance b~~~‘S”,c’ -+ 0, asn--+co. 
That these vanish follows from 
Variance 
ba’ab’cn 
by(%)’ = 2araplat - [ 2z;!l;, + bro5ob’] in > 
where E, and Y,, are given by 
E n= J dM4 “n 
lt-” ds dt, yn = 
SI 
v(s)cp(t) a$-‘) ds dt, 
where OL, = exp(-al/n), and from 
Variance Z(yj) c’ = (n’L) \ qua dt cTc’, 
from independence of each pair Y(vj) and Z(p?i), and from the fact that the 
variables bY(qj)‘Z(vj) c‘ (j = O,..., n) are uncorrelated. The proof for sn’gyn 
is of course the same. 
LEMMA 4. 
in Q( T, y, /, 01, yo)-probability. 
Proof. Since Z(&, Z(&,.,. are independent, the distribution of 2FDn’3FtD, 
is Wishart with rz degrees of freedom and scale matrix n ST(~)” dt T/L. The 
convergence assertion follows from well-known properties of the Wishart 
distribution. 
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From a physical point of view T has proved to be completely determinable 
because the particle’s path variability due to impulses that are independent of 
impulses parallel with 8, is of an order of magnitude larger than variability 
parallel with / : T is determined by its eigenvalues and a set of one-dimensional 
eigenspaces. Except for its nullspace, these lie in the locally maximal directions 
for magnitude of path variation, while the nonzero eigenvalues indicate relative 
magnitudes of variability in these directions. 
THEOREM 5. Let h be either of the normal null vectors of T; let AI, be the 
n x p data matrix with X(P)~) - X(T~-J for YOW j ( j 3 1) and X(~I,) for row 1. 
hAl,‘AS,h’+2L(~p(t)dt)2r2 (n+crz) 
in Q( T, y, /, 01, y,)-probability. 
Proof. The idea here is that hX’ = hY’ and hY(t)’ (t > 0) is a real-valued 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with covariance function 
(s, t) + f  exp(--or 1 t - s I) - [$ + (~Jz’)~] exp -a(t + s). 
This fact follows from h = +a,F/aFl a, The theorem depends on Part i of: 
LEMMA 6. Let A,%, be the data matrix with vectors X(vj) - u~X(~I-~) for 
its rows, using only the even indices j. Then 
(i) h A,Tn’ A,% ,^h’ -+ 2L(l p)(t) dt)2y2, and 
(ii) (l/n2) A,?& ,^’ A,97n + (l/L) ST(t)” dt T 
in Q(T, a, C, (Y, y,,)-probability. The same occurs if the odd indices are used, starting 
with j = 3 for the$rst TOW. 
Proof of the lemma. By skipping every second index j the resulting set of 
random vectors X(T~) - OL~X(~I-~) becomes independent. The white noise 
Z-components are independent because the resulting set of test functions 
vj - 01,p)+r has pairwise disjoint supports; the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Y-com- 
ponents for j > 2 are independent essentially because any two of them are sums 
(integrals) of Y(t) - or,Y(t - (L/n)) and Y(S) - or,Y(s - (L/n)), respectively, 
with 1 s - t / > L/n and min(s, t) 3 0. Because the rows of A,!J?~ are independent 
the distribution of A$?*’ A,%% is the p-dimensional Wishart with either n/2 or 
(n f  1)/2 degrees of freedom and scale matrix ,Z’,, given by 
2 
?I. 
= (1 + %“) Gz - 2%L2Yn 
2cuzZ-1a’ 
a’a+F(l +01,~) s vW2 dt T, 
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where E, and yn are as before, namely, 
6, = 
l 
v(s) v(t) a;-” ds dt, 
and 
Yn = SJ‘ 
p)(s) p)(t) at-‘) ds dt. 
Part (i) now follows from the observations that 
ha’ah’ = (u~-w)2/uz-%’ and hTh’ = 0. 
Part (ii) follows from the well-known marginal expectations and variances of the 
entries of a Wishart-distributed matrix. 
Theorem 5 now follows with multiplying by h on the left and h’ on the right, 
the identity 
+ (“1~ - l) f iIx(%-l)’ x(%> + x(rPj)’ x(VC-dl 
j=l 
+ (l - 01n2)  x(Fj)’ x(FPj-l)* 
j=l 
In particular the last two terms here converge (after pre- and post-multiplying) 
almost surely to F2a(jq~(t) dt)2 $ Y(t)‘Y(t) dt. 
The identity (*) reveals yet another estimate for T: 
THEOREM 7. 
in Q( T, y, 4, 01, y,,)-probability. 
Proof. The second term on the right of (*) is just the sum of A,X(q)’ A,X(q) 
with its odd-indexed analogue in Part (ii) of Lemma 6, ignoring a vanishing term. 
4. EQUIVALENCE OVER (0, L) AND DENSITIES 
Because T and y2 can be completely determined from observations through 
test functions supported in (0, L) it is clear that distributions Q(T, y, 8, a, yO) 
have disjoint supports unless they share the same T and y. In Theorem 11 it will 
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be seen that any pair Q(T, y, /, LY, ys) and Q(T, y, I+ /3, y,,) is equivalent; a 
relative density formula is given. As in most work of this nature the density is 
calculated as the limit of a martingale of finite-dimensional likelihood ratios. 
The notation of the previous sections will be preserved in Section 4, but with 
slightly different meanings: For y  we shall understand the indicator function of 
[-I, 0] when their resulting q+ are substituted into 2, and the Dirac delta 
function when the vj are used in Y. In other words Y(v~) becomes Y(jL/n) while 
Z(CJ+) is a Brownian motion increment over the time interval [(j - l)L/n, jL/n]. 
Of course one cannot apply different test instruments to the Y and 2 components 
without knowing L a priori. However this can be done conceptually in the 
present discussion, which does not involve data. Under P( T, y, C, a) the 
covariance of X(vj) becomes 
Fix h, ,,.., h, an orthonormal set of eigenvectors for T such that T = H’A2H 
if H is given hj for row j and A2 is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues 0 = 
A,2 < A,2 < ... XP2. Define the matrix I’by aI’ = e, and hJ = ei (i = 2,..., p), 
where the ei’s are the usual canonical basis with entries 0 and 1. From 2 = 
CL2 Zhi’hi and independence of the variables Zh2’,..., Zh,’ it follows that each 
X(T~)~ has covariance 
From 
it is seen that the 1 x np vector formed by the 1 x p subvectors 
(X(vj) - anX(vj-J h,‘u/h,u’)r (j = I,..., n) 
has covariance matrix I, @ A,2, the direct product of the n x n identity I, with 
thep x p diagonal matrix An2 with entries ~“(1 - or,2)/~(h,a’)2, nA22/L,..., nXp2/L. 
Note that for any j this subvector is independent of X(cp,),..., X(T~+~), and that 
-JG,,), -vPl)Y. form a Markov sequence. These facts are apparent from 
Xh,‘u/h,u’ = Y and because the Y(T~) form a one-dimensional Markov sequence. 
It is now evident that the conditional density of X(T~) given that X(viel) = xjP1 
is proportional to 
1 det I’A,l 11” exp -(l/2) I(xj - CY,&Z,‘U/~,U’) I’A,’ 12. 
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From 
Hr = (2 ,‘_j and ah,‘h, = a - $aahjhj 
we calculate l/det r = ah,‘. By representing x E Rp in terms of the basis 
a, h 2 ,*-., h, and multiplying over j we arrive at the conditional density under 
W, y, 4 4 of -Gd..., X(v,J given X(0) = x0; i.e., at the density of X(&..., 
X(T~) under the sampling distribution Q( T, y, P, 01, ~~‘0): 
x exp - i g a((xj - a,~~-~) h,‘)2 
,=l rv - %a2) 
+ ; f,2 + (xjhi’ - %)‘I. 
Constants of proportionality depending only on (the known) y2 and Xi’s have been 
omitted here. 
It follows from continuity of trajectories of real-valued Brownian motion and 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes that any distribution in the present model 
concentrates all of its mass on the set of generalized functions of the form Y + 2 
where Y and 2 have values in 8 and P, respectively, Y is representable as (the 
integral arising from) a continuous function of a real variable, and 2 as the 
(generalized) derivative of a continuous function. This justifies the foregoing 
discussion involving “unsmooth” test functions for Y and 2. Furthermore, 
it gives meaning to the definition of 12~ as the a-field generated by all our 
d~Cvj> = Y(94 + Z(R) (j = O,..., n) for a given n. The restrictions of distribu- 
tions Q( T, y, /, 01, ya) and Q( T, y, SZ, /I, y,,) to 0& are of course equivalent, being 
both Gaussian with rank n. The density of the latter restriction relative to the 
former is given by the quotient 
where 
Here we have written &E = {rb ) Y  E R} with bb’ = 1, pn = exp - bL/n, with pi 
for hgz’/h,a’ and ui for hib’/h,b’. Note that the pi’s and ui’s describe the lines &’ 
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and nz, respectively. Arctan is the angle between h, and the orthogonal 
projection of a into the hi , h, plane. 
LEMMA 8. 
4 lI/Y”(l - Bn2> 
- (8” - a”) o= (x(t) h1’)2/2y2 + ( 3 - a)@(L) h,’ - x(0) hi2) y2 s 
in Q( T, y, 8, 01, y,)-probability. 
Proof. The variables (xi - c++r) h,’ are independent with variance 
~“(1 - an2)/~, so that the sum of their squares converges to 2y2. In view of the 
identity 
(1 + %a) C Xj-lhl'hl(Xj-l - xj)' + (x(L) hl’)2 - (Xohl’)2 
= 1 ((Xj - ol&x-l) h,‘)2 + c&(1 - a,) c (X&‘)2 - (1 - c&J c &‘h,xj-, ) 
this implies that 
2zxj-,h,‘h,(Xj-, - Xj)’ + (x(L) h,‘)2 - (Xoh1’)2 + 2Ly2. 
The conclusion now follows from the identity 
[ 11 = l - /ql - (+“) 01(1 - A2) 1 ((Xj - cy,xj-l) h,‘)2 
For the remainder of this section all discussions of convergence of a family of 
random variables indexed by positive integers n will be understood as referring 
to the divisibility ordering of the indices, wherein n is considered to dominate m 
when m divides n. This convergence will be indicated by -f+. 
LEMMA 9. For each i = 2,..., p fn = (L/n) & Y(qj) h,‘h,.Z(~~) converges 
mean-square underQ = Q( T, y, l, 01, y,,). Its limit will be written St Y(t) h,‘hJ(dt)‘. 
Proof. Let n(l), n(2),... be an arbitrary sequence of integers where each 
divides the next. Let s and t be any two of these, say t = US (u > 1). To compare 
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ft and fs we must briefly reintroduce the heretofore suppressed indices n = s 
and n = t to distinguish vi8 from vjt. Observe that for each k = l,..., s 
Z(cpkS) = (l/U) F GQiYit), 
j=(k-lhfl 
since the summands are successive Brownian motion increments. Thus 
Since these summands are uncorrelated under Q, 
Variance(f, - fJ 
LA.2 y  =zz Variance(h,(X(f$) - X(P)~~))‘) 
L2h.2 2 ZY * - uniformly in u as s + co. 
s 
Thus, the sequencef,,(,) (k = 1, 2,...) is Q- mean Cauchy and has a limit. It is 
easy to show that this limit does not depend on the particular sequence n(l), 
n(2),.. ., from which fact the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 10. 
[ lzc- t2 [cut2 - Pi2 + %i - 4) iL (Y(t) h,‘)2 dt 
+ (CT; - pt2) JlgL Y(t) h,‘h,Z(dt,‘] 
in Q( T, y, 8, OL, y&probability. 
Proof. This follows from X(plj) hi’ = Y(vj) hi’ and Lemma 9. 
COROLLARY. (L/n) & X(qj) hi’h,X(g?,) conomges in Q( T, y, f ,  a, Y,)-~Yo~u- 
bility; its limit will be written jt X(t) h,‘h,X(t)’ dt; 
s” X(t) &.%X(t) dt = pj s” (Y(t) h,‘)2 dt + I” Y(t) h,‘hiZ(dt)‘. 
0 0 0 
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Proof. The idea here is that Xhi’ = Yhi’ + Zh,’ = piYh,’ + Zh6’. 
THEOREM 11. The density of Q( T, y, “II, /?, yO) relative to Q( T, y, C, 01, yO) is 
given by 
f  (X I #)G B, yo) = k exp - k [B (-L + F$ ((X(L) hl’)2 - (yOh102)) 
+ (P2 + f  ui2) lL (X(t) h,‘12 dt 
i=2 
- 2 f  ui jL X(t) h,‘h,X(t)’ dt ; 
i=2 0 1 
the constant k of proportionality depends only on T, y, t, and (Y. 
Remark. In the application of this density formula to inference, the question 
arises as to how to obtain the random integrals from the data. The apparent 
difficulty is that the sequences of sums converging to these integrals involved 
Dirac delta test-functions applied to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck component Y 
and square test functions applied to the components 2 = X - Y. This of 
course cannot be carried out unless the line GL of the sampling distribution is 
known a priori. However, the smooth test functions vjn of Sections 2 and 3 can 
be used provided (s p)(t) dt)2 is known, This usage simply multiplies the limiting 
integrals by (j v(t) dt)2 (see Lemma 2). 
Proof of the theorem. The foregoing calculations show that the expression 
given for f  (X 1 CW, fi, yo) is the limit in Q(T, y, 8, OL, y,)-probability of the 
likelihood quotients fn(x / H, j3, yo) as n +--+ co. 
Let am denote the u-field generated by all the u-fields G&; i.e., by all the 
variables X(vj”) (n = 1, 2 ,...; j = l,..., n). Then the sequence fn(X [ ~JZ, 6, yo), 
under the divisibility ordering of the indices n, forms a martingale satisfying 
the assumptions of [I, Theorem I]. The conclusion is that the expression given 
for f(X / J/L, /3, yo) agrees a.s. -Q(T, y, J’, OL, yo)m with the density 
dQ( T Y, +JC~ A yo)mldQ(T Y, 6 a, yo)m . Th e subscripts cc here denote restrictions 
to G& . [l, Theorem l] deals with ordinary ordering of n, but this is immaterial. 
In order to apply this result to a random generalized function the step must be 
taken from 6& to CZ, the u-field generated by all X(0) for arbitrary Schwartzian 
test functions 0 supported in (0,L). Striebel introduces the following [I, 
Theorem 21 to extend [l, Theorem I] to a real-valued stochastic process with a 
continuous time parameter: 
STRIEBEL'S THEOREM 2. Let (Xi(i E I), a(I), Q’} and {X,(i E I), a(I), Q} be 
two stochastic processes such that Q’ is absolutely continuous with respect to Q over 
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a(I) and the Q-process is continuous in probability. Then for any countable set D 
dense in I, the derivative dQ,‘ldQ, of th e restrictions to 6!(D) coincides as. -Q 
with dQ’/dQ. 
While her I was a real interval, the result is apparently valid for other 
topological spaces. (More precisely, if I is a directed set having a countable 
co&a1 sequence, and bothQ and Q’ are inner regular on each G%~ = u(Xii ,..., X,), 
which may be assumed here, then the result holds. This is a consequence of a 
theorem of Bourbaki [4, Theorem 21. The following discussion implies the 
necessary conditions of Bourbaki’s result when I is directed by inclusion of its 
subsets.) To apply it to the present setting define I to be the completion of the 
vector space spanned by the @‘-valued random variables X(0) - EoX(0) = 
X(0) - s e-“V(t) dty,, and (X(0) - EoX(0)) h,‘a for all 8, under the norm 
X(f?) - EoX(0) + Trace(Variance matrix of X(e)), 
the variance being under Q(T, y, f,  01, y,,). Then GZ(1), the smallest a-field 
making every member of I measurable, is still no larger than GE 1 is given the 
topology of this norm. It is not difficult to show that I includes all the variables 
Y(t) - e-afy, (0 < t <L) as well as Z(0) for any indicator function 0 of a 
subinterval of [O,L]. (By “variable” we refer to a member of L,(Q); i.e., to an 
equivalence class. The definition of these variables as members of 1, or as limits 
using appropriate sequences of 0’s, coincides with the meaning given preceding 
Lemma 8.) For D take the set of all finite linear sums with rational coefficients, 
of the variables 
Y(jLln) - anj + Z(@), (n = 1, 2 ,...; j = l,..., n), 
where (L/n) vi” is the indicator of (( j - l)L/n, jL/n]. These are exactly (except 
for the LU~~) the variables X(P~“) of Theorem 11, so that 67(D) is just GZm . D is 
certainly dense in the set of finite linear sums with real coefficients, so that in 
order to extend Striebel’s theorem (thereby completing Theorem 11) we need 
only verify that these real sums over the X(q?lj”) - a,$ can approximate, in 1, 
the variable X(0) - 1 t+e(t) dt given any 0. This is stated as 
LEMMA 12. Given any infinitely differentiable 8 with compact support in (0, L), 
f 4 e(jL/n)(X(@) - ~~j) + X(0) - s e-49(t) dt 
j=1 n 
inIasn-*co. 
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Proof. An examination of the trace-norm in1 and of the conditional covariance 
formula shows that this convergence assertion simply amounts to the fact that 
JJ 
e-“I”-“1(0(t) -f,(t))(e(s) -fJs)) ds dt --+ 0, 
together with the corresponding fact for e-a’t+s), where 
and 6 is the Dirac function. 
5. ESTIMATION OF ~5' AND 01 WHEN T AND y ARE KNOWN 
Inspection of the conditional density in Theorem 11 reveals that if the 
unknown vector (01, ps ,..., pP) is treated as a random variable (a, A ,..., p”,) with 
an approximately uniform distribution over the p-dimensional half-space 01 > 0, 
then the posterior density f((~, pz ,..., pP 1 X, L, y,,) approximates the normal 
density N(cr, pa ,..., pp 1 p, CP) truncated to 01 > 0, with mean p = (pi ,..., pB) 
given by 
2 j” (X(t) Iz,‘)~ dt p1 = 1 - ((X(L) 4’Y - (roh’)2YwL~ 
0 
j” (X(t) h,‘)2 dt /.L; = j” X(t) hi’h,X(t)’ dt, i = 2,...,p, 
0 0 
and with a diagonal precision matrix GR2 having diagonal entries q2 
From 
Wl 2 = $ joL (X(t) /z,‘)~ dt, 
wi2 = 2y24, i = 2,..., p. 
; joL (X(t) h,‘)2 -+ 5 , CL+ a> 
and 
Q-Variance joL Y(t) h,‘hJ(dt) = jo’ [$ - (-$ + (J&‘)~) e-,,.] Ai dt 
X .2Ly2 = t - Ai2 [2-J + (yohly] qg, 
Ly 
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it follows from the corollary that with any smooth prior distribution for 
@i, p”2 ,.**> pB) the posteriors are asymptotically normal as L ---f co when sampling 
under Q(T, y, /, (Y, ys), with asymptotic mean tending to (01, ps ,..., pP) and 
asymptotic precision matrix 
522 m Diagonal(L/Zcu, L ,..., L), (L + co). 
For purposes of inference when large L is unavailable, the conjugate family 
of priors formed by the set of all p-dimensional normal independent densities 
truncated to OL > 0 appears rich enough to express a wide variety of personal 
prior opinions regarding / and 01. However, the question arises as to how to 
express prior ignorance concerning (01, ps ,..., p,). One widely held view is that 
an “ignorance” prior distribution should be invariant under a group of “natural” 
transformations of the model. One such group is that consisting of all trans- 
formations 
T,: X(O) -+ X(O,)G 
for all invertible matrices G satisfying G’TG = T and h,G’ = gh, (g > 0), 
where p8(t) = gqp(gt). The y2 as well at the T of the transformed process 
remain fixed, while any new values for / (&%‘) and 01 > 0 can be so obtained. 
In particular, OL becomes a/g. 
In order to find an invariant distribution on ((Y, p2 ,..., &-space we first 
obtain a matrix representation of the group: Given any such matrix G, the 
linear transformation x -+ xG on R r, when expressed in terms of the basis 
4 , haI4 ,...I h,/X, , yields a matrix of the form 
where y  may be any point in RP-l and B any (p - 1) x (p - 1) orthogonal 
matrix. Let 3 be the group of such matrices; Its subgroup 9, , which fixes the 
parameter point (01, p2 ,..., fn) = (I,0 ,..., 0) under the action of T, consists of 
those G,, having g = 1 and y  = 0. 9 is the product of ‘3r with the subgroup 2Y2 
of all G,, in ‘3 for which B is the identity. As with any space of cosets by a 
stabilizer subgroup (for g2 is essentially the coset space 3/‘S1), we consider the 
natural correspondence, where p = (p2 ,..., pP), 
Go = 0” ;’ - (a, ~2 ,..., PA 
( !  
between g2 and corresponding images of (1, O,..., 0) under T, . Clearly any 
right-invariant-under-9 distribution in 9s (and one exists) coincides with the 
right-Haar measure of SY2; i.e., with 
(l/a) doe dp, ... dp, . 
683/6/r-6 
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Unfortunately, multiplying this “ignorance” prior with the truncated normal 
likelihood N(ol, pa ,..., p2) 1 p, Qz) we have obtained can never yield a proper 
posterior, due to the l/a. It is appropriate here to interpret y&r’ as a parameter, 
enlarging the parameter space to the half space of all (a, y&z,‘, pa ,..., pP) with 
(y. > 0. Let = be a prior distribution here. Then the estimation of (OL, p) is based 
on the proportionality assertion 
PC% P I x Y&l’) - N(a, p [ p, 9) x 5-r. 
I f  77 = &rl(yoh, j a) x 7ra ) where 7~~ is a distribution in p-space and rr gives 
y,+z,’ normal variance y2/01 conditional on LX, then the resulting model is con- 
ditionally stationary given particular values of 01 and p. The resulting posterior 
is given by 
fJ(% p I x, Y&‘)N C1!2 N(% p I p, Q2) x r2 , 
‘where p agrees with p except in its first coordinate, which has become 
ih = 
1 - (X(L) h,‘)2 + (y,h’)2/w~ 
2 J; (X(t) h,‘)2 dt * 
On the other hand, some applications suggest a marginal distribution rr 
for y& and 01 embodying a priori independence of Y(0) hi’ and &. For example, 
if the particle is released with a predetermined initial momentum component 
yah, orthogonal to s?‘, the appropriate marginal prior n1 would be proportional 
to 6 x p(a) dol, where 6 is degenerate at y&r and p(a) dol is the marginal prior 
for 01. Unfortunately, as we have seen p( 01 N l/a cannot yield proper posterior ) 
densities if Y(0) h,’ contains no information about LY. It would seem here that 
nothing can be learned if one is completely ignorant in the sense of I/N. 
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